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D'Zmura [(1991) Vision Research, 31, 951-966] reported qualitative differences in visual search 
rates for a target colour in a back4~und of differently coloured distractors depending on their 
colour coat~qn-ation i CIE(xj) space. A target colour tlmt was chromatically mid-way between the 
diStractor eolours resulted in steep search slopes. A target off the dlstractor-distractor line, 
"popped out". We replicated his finding in several oci, investigated several potential confounds, 
and discovered boundary conditions for the phenomenon: for a given target, the effect of 
collinearity dissipates with increasing distractor--distraCtor colour difference. Furthermore, within 
limits, performance was dependent on the target to dlstractor-4ine distance. Copyright © 1996 
Elsevier ScienceLtd. 
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INTRODUCTION 
During visual search for colour, the observer is presented 
with a display consisting of a set of coloured istractors 
and a differently coloured target, which may or may not 
be present on a given trial. The observer esponds by 
indicating whether or not the target is present on the 
given trial. Usually, the important dependent variable is 
the time needed to report accurately the presence or 
absence of the target colour. This response time generally 
decreases as the colour difference(s) between the target 
and the distractors increases. An important question vis- 
?~-vis processing in visual search experiments, i  whether 
search takes place in parallel or whether the items are 
searched in a serial fashion. If the display is processed in
parallel, all items including the target (if present) are 
processed simultaneously, and the response time should 
be independent of the number of distractors. On the other 
hand, if the display is processed serially, distractors and 
target (if present) are processed sequentially, one at a 
time. Response time should increase linearly with the 
number of distractors and the increase in response time 
with number of distractors for trials on which the target 
was present should be half that for trials on which the 
target was absent, because sequential processing termi- 
nates when the target is found (when the number of items 
in the display exceeds about 8, see Pashler, 1987). It is 
difficult to make precise inferences about which type of 
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processing is taking place when effects of set size are 
present, because in principle, such effects could be 
produced by limited-capacity parallel processing (see 
Townsend, 1990). 
Because visual search is similar to perceptual oper- 
ations assumed to be performed when an observer 
identifies an object by colour in a complex visual 
environment, oracquires colour-coded information from 
a visual display, it has played an important role in the 
development of applied vision (Christ, 1975; Carter, 
1982; Cahill & Carter, 1976; Carter & Carter, 1981, 
1982, 1988; Wilson & Crawford, 1989; Nagy & Sanchez, 
1990). A particular goal of these experiments i the 
discovery of a metric capable of providing useful 
predictions for the design of image and information 
display systems. Other research has focused on the 
possibility that visual search performance can be 
adequately characterized by colour difference metrics 
(like CIELUV or CIELAB) that account reasonably for 
colour difference perception i simple steadily presented 
stimuli (Carter & Carter, 1988; Nagy & Sanchez, 1990, 
1992). Such a correspondence is reasonable, because it is 
possible to conceptualize visual search with homoge- 
neous distractors (all distractors the same colour) as the 
detection of a colour difference within the target/ 
distractors et of display items. Such detection could 
easily be subserved by the same visual mechanism that 
provides the perceptions of colour differences that are 
reflected in colour difference metrics. Therefore, the 
success of experiments hat find response surfaces that 
correlate well with surfaces of constant colour difference 
(as measured by CIELUV or CIELAB) is not surprising. 
Such simple parallels are not easy to find for visual 
search with heterogeneous di tractors (distractors vary- 
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ing in colour one to another). In such cases the s arch 
strategy is usually described as follows: the target colour 
is known to the observer in advance, and stored in 
memory. Each element of the display is compared 
individually to this memory colour, with the comparison 
accomplished by the same mechanisms that underlie 
widely used colour difference formulas. If one of them 
matches the memory colour, the observer responds 
"present," otherwise "absent." Serial search occurs 
when the observer inspects each item of the display 
sequentially; parallel search if they can be processed 
simultaneously.* However, this explanation is quantita- 
tively implausible for a number of reasons. First, most 
experiments find a perceptual precision for search that 
severely taxes the limits of colour memory. The 
experiments in the present paper and many others 
produce ffective search with colour differences between 
target and distractors only a few times the JND for colour 
difference detection under optimal viewing conditions, 
which is much better than colour memory (see Boynton et 
al., 1989). Second, contrast and adaptation phenomena 
that affect memory matching seem to be absent from 
visual search. (In truth, neither of these issues have been 
adequately investigated atpresent; careful psychophysi- 
cal exploration of them can be expected to provide 
important insights into the mechanisms of both visual 
search and colour vision.) Whether or not this model is a 
good description of search with heterogeneous di tractors 
is difficult to assess. Unfortunately, it has no precisely 
specified alternative, although it might be possible to 
create one based on ideas like probability summation 
and/or the refinements of visual search proposed by 
Duncan and Humphreys (1989). In any case, sufficiently 
detailed experiments using heterogeneous distractors 
designed to test a general quantitative model are not 
currently available. 
Recently D'Zmura (1991) did a series of experiments 
that significantly complicates the experimental phenom- 
enology, and decisively rejects the simple model 
described in the foregoing paragraph. He asked observers 
to do visual search with heterogeneous di tractors of only 
two colours. There are two interesting results from these 
experiments. First, for some pairs of heterogeneous 
distractor colours, search for a target produced results 
that were qualitatively different than would have been 
* We adopt two nomenclatural conventions from the research on visual 
search reported by Wolfe et al. (1992), Wolfe and Bose (1991) and 
Wolfe (1994). First, the number of elements in the visual search 
display, variously (inter alia) referred to as "display size" (e.g. 
Pashler, 1987; Treisman & Gelade, 1980), "number of items" (e.g. 
D'Zmura 1991), "display density" (e.g. Nagy & Sanchez, 1992), 
will be referred to as "set size" throughout this report. Second, 
while at times we will allude to the interpretation f monotonically 
increasing search times with increasing set size as suggestive of 
serial search, and set size independent search times as suggestive of 
parallel search, we acknowledge that these interpretations are still 
under debate (see Townsend, 1990). We therefore prefer to consider 
the magnitude of the slopes as an indicator of the difficulty in 
detecting the presence of the target. 
expected for homogeneous distractors of either colour 
based on well-known colour discrimination data. In other 
words, given the relatively large separation in colour 
space of each of the distractors from the target, one would 
have expected parallel search for thetarget in a display of 
either of the distractors alone, yet, the search for the 
target when both distractors were present resulted in 
pronounced slopes. This reported ifference, that is the 
difference between performance that would be predicted 
from search for a target colour amongst distractors of 
either colour alone and the performance demonstrated 
when the same target is sought in a field of distractors of 
both colours, effectively disposes of the "memory 
comparison" model because the two homogeneous cases 
span the range of colour discriminations that are required 
for the heterogeneous di tractor case. Second, there was a 
conspicuous qualitative difference between those 
searches in which the target colour was collinear with 
and in between the distractor colours in colour space, and 
those searches in which the target colour was not 
collinear with the distractor colours. In the former case, 
search times were a pronounced increasing function of 
the number of display items (consistent with serial 
search) and in the latter case, slopes were essentially fiat 
(probably parallel search, but see footnote). 
D'Zmura provided a novel model that accounts for 
both results. He hypothesized the existence of discrimi- 
nation mechanisms that are linear in an appropriate 
colour space, which means that when sets of colours are 
represented in that space, they can be discriminated by 
such a mechanism if and only if it is possible to draw a 
single straight line with all the colours of one set on one 
side and all the colours of the other set on the other. The 
model further assumes that it is possible for one of these 
D 
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FIGURE 1. Ds represent distractor colours; T represents the target 
colour. The grey line shows the dividing line produced by the linear 
mechanism. All are graphed in a hypothetical colour space with axes 
shown by the arrows. 
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FIGURE 2. No single line can separate all distractor colours from the 
target colour; two dividing lines are needed, indicated by the two grey 
lines. 
mechanisms to operate on all elements of the display at 
once, but that only one mechanism is available. 
Thus, in cases where a single line can be drawn to 
separate all distractors from the target, discrimination can 
be performed by a single one of the hypothesized 
mechanisms, and because the mechanisms can process 
all elements of the display simultaneously, the search is 
performed in parallel. In other cases it is not possible to 
divide target from distractors using a single line, so that 
more than one of the hypothesized mechanisms would be 
needed for the required iscrimination. 
Because only a single mechanism can be initiated at 
one time, a more complex strategy is needed, and this 
strategy is assumed to be a serial inspection of every 
element of the display. This model explains all the data 
collected by D'Zmura (1991) that consists of a single 
target colour and two distractor colours (two Ds in each 
of Figs 1 and 2). With two distractor colours, single 
mechanism discrimination is impossible for distractor 
colours that are collinear with the target, and on either 
side of it (the pair of distractor colours marked D* in Fig. 
2, or the pair marked D', but no other pairs of the colours 
indicated). D'Zmura found serial search in such cases, 
and in only such cases, in accord with his model. 
Yet this model has several weaknesses. First, the 
colour space is not specified precisely enough to 
determine if it coincides quantitatively with any of the 
various colour spaces that have been derived from 
quantitative measurements of visual phenomena like 
detection thresholds. Second, the discrimination mechan- 
ism is quantitatively incomplete in its specification. How 
precisely, for example, must distractor and target colours 
be collinear for single mechanism discrimination to be 
impossible? Third, D'Zmura's data set included only 
distractor and target colours that were very similar in 
colour (AE* less than 40 between distractors in condi- 
tions that did result in serial search). Although it seems 
intuitive that searching for a yellow target among 
reddish-yellow and greenish-yellow distractors hould 
be difficult (requiring serial search), it is less plausible 
that search for the same target should be similarly 
difficult with red and green distractors, even though they 
may be equally collinear. None of these weaknesses i
easy to remedy; any one of them requires large-scale 
experimentation to provide enough data for quantitative 
modelling. On the other hand, the phenomena discovered 
by D'Zmura are sufficiently unusual that such work is 
likely to provide important insights into the mechanisms 
that make parallel search possible. Furthermore, it is 
likely that more extensive data gathering can produce a 
model that is sufficiently specified to be compared 
quantitatively with other models of visual psychophysics. 
If so, visual search is likely to be a useful probe of the 
mechanisms that provide a wide variety of visual 
discriminations. 
In fact, there are several reports of phenomena with 
characteristics similar to those discovered by D'Zmura in 
colour space from visual search in other stimulus-feature 
domains (Duncan, 1989; Macquistan, 1994; Treisman & 
Gelade, 1980; Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Wolfe, 
1994; Wolfe et al., 1992; Wolfe & Bose, 1991). In fact, 
Wolfe (1994) reports; "it appears that search is easy 
when the target and distractors are on opposite sides of a 
single line dividing feature space" (p. 217). This 
conclusion was .drawn with reference to a series of 
studies (Wolfe & Bose, 1991) using small, medium and 
large squares as stimuli. When the medium-sized square 
was the target, and the larger- and smaller-sized squares 
were the distractors, search was difficult. When the target 
was either of the extreme sizes with the remaining two 
sizes as distractors (e.g. large target in small and medium 
distractors) search was easy. Wolfe and Bose (1991) 
extended this finding to the domain of spatial frequency. 
Thus it appears that the phenomena reported by D'Zmura 
(1991) generalize to stimulus-feature domains other than 
colour. Colour is a particularly suitable domain in which 
to study these phenomena because there are established 
metrics for scaling colour differences, because the data 
provided by such study will likely provide insights into 
the nature of visual search and colour vision, and because 
the parametrization f effective colour coding in visual 
displays is one of the goals of applied vision (Carter & 
Carter, 1981, 1983, 1988; Wilson & Crawford, 1989). 
The first step in obtaining these b nefits must be to 
obtain a more complete description of the search 
phenomena discovered by D'Zmura. In performing this 
first step, this paper includes the following results. First, 
the phenomena discovered by D'Zmura are replicated. 
Second, they are reproduced in several new regions of 
colour space, enough to convince us that they are general, 
and not specific to a few colour sets. An inspection of 
D'Zmura (1991) reveals that he was able to demonstrate 
large slopes with four different sets of target-distractor 
colours, and minimal slopes with a dozen or more sets of 
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FIGURE 3. To test the effect of increasing violation of collinearity, the 
target was selected to fall at v rious locations along the right bisector 
(the grey line) to the distractor~tistractor line.
target--distractor colours. Under very general assump- 
tions of smoothness---assumptions that have been part of 
all colour theorizing since Grassmann: his third law is an 
assumption of this kind (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, 
p. 118) colour space can be linearized in any small 
region. Within such a region, the properties of the linear 
discriminations required by D'Zmura's  model are 
independent of the underlying coordinate system: if they 
are possible in one set of colour coordinates, they are ipso 
facto possible in all coordinate systems that can be 
obtained from the first coordinate system by a linear 
transformation. Within the small region over which 
D'Zmura's  data are taken, Grassmann's third law assures 
us that hese transformation properties are obeyed by all 
colour metrics, and the search data are consistent with all 
colour spaces. Thus, quantitative conclusions about 
possible colour spaces are only possible by quantitative 
comparison of results obtained in widely separated 
regions in colour space. While the present results are 
not complete enough for doing such an analysis, they 
show conclusively that it can be performed. 
Before doing so, however, it is essential to know the 
limits of the phenomenon. Finding these limits is the third 
objective of the present paper. Three experiments 
illustrate them. 
Collinearity is examined by controlled movement of 
the target colour across a line drawn between the two 
distractors, as shown in Fig. 3, specifically, along the 
light grey line shown through T. This experiment shows 
how the effect falls off as collinearity is violated, giving a 
measure of the resolution of the discrimination mechan- 
ism that provides input to visual search for colour. This 
measure is quantitatively useful when the results can be 
placed within a specific colour space, and it is essential to 
have results like those in the present paper when 
theorizing about colour spaces. The extent of the 
phenomenon is also examined by increasing the distance 
between the two distractors, and observing how it 
diminishes and finally disappears. This experiment, in 
particular, must be carefully controlled, because it is 
necessary to distinguish between using the wrong colour 
space (which matters outside the limits of the locally 
linear region which is of unknown size) and reaching the 
limit at which the phenomenon breaks down. The extent 
of the phenomenon is further examined by allowing the 
distractors to vary in luminance, the third dimension of 
the colour space. 
In fact, while all the experiments presented in this 
paper seem easy, at least as described in the last few 
paragraphs, they must all be carefully calibrated and 
controlled to exclude a number of possible spurious 
effects. The many control experiments that were 
necessary to ensure the integrity of the results in this 
paper are presented along with the experiments hat they 
control. 
GENERAL METHODS AND STIMULI 
Equipment 
All colour search experiments reported were per- 
formed on an Apple Macintosh II computer with a 
RasterOps video board (8 bits of resolution for each 
colour gun) and an Apple high-resolution 13 inch RGB 
monitor (640 × 480 pixels). CIE(x,y) coordinates and 
luminance values in cd/m 2 were measured using a 
Minolta Chroma Meter CS-100. 
* D'Zmura (1991) reports a luminance value of l l0cd/m 2 using 
a Tektronix 690SR monitor. Though the luminance value in the 
present experiment was 25.2 cd/m 2 (about a quarter of that used by 
D'Zmura), the linear separability phenomenon should still hold 
(D'Zmura 1993, personal communication). D'Zmura sed 
(x = 0.36, y = 0.37) for his neutral background (accuracy to two 
decimal places as reported in his paper). We used (x = 0.330, 
y = 0.330) in order to permit a greater number of colours in the 
region ear D'Zmura's desaturated red, yellow and orange that were 
sufficiently different from the background colour. This was 
necessary because our approach in some experiments reported 
here, and some not formally documented, wasto move a target 
cotour across the distractor-distractor line and in some cases, such a 
target would be too similar to a background ofx = 0.36, y = 0.37 to 
produce interpretable results vi -gt-vis the linear separability issue. 
Stimuli 
Stimuli were coloured discs presented on a near white 
background (x = 0.330, y = 0.330), which was equilumi- 
nous with the targets at 25.2 cd/m 2 unless otherwise 
stated.* We used a direct measurement procedure to find 
the RGB values for the colours required for a particular 
test session: a 2.3 cm (2.2 deg at 60 cm) coloured disc 
was displayed at the centre of the screen with 
corresponding RGB values under keyboard control. With 
this colour display program, the experimenter could 
control the intensity of each of the colour guns with 8 bit 
precision and take a reading with the chromameter. RGB 
values were chosen to give the nearest approximation 
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within the reported accuracy of the CS-100 to the desired 
x,y coordinates. These RGB values were then used as 
input to the computer software used to test the subjects. 
The coloured target and distractor discs had a diameter 
of 20 pixels or 8 mm on the screen. With the subject 
seated 60 cm from the monitor, the discs subtended about 
0.76 deg of visual angle. The discs wer~ presented in set 
sizes of 4, 16 and 36, with the target colour present on 
half the trials. For target-absent trials, there was an equal 
number of the two distractor colours. For target-present 
trials, one of the distractor items was selected at random 
and replaced by the target. The discs were presented 
at locations on an imaginary 6 x 6 grid with small, 
random, locational offsets (+3 pixels on x and y for each 
disc). These positions were randomly allocated to the 
distractor discs such that for any set size, distractor discs 
could occur at any of the non-target positions. Across 
trials, the target location varied randomly, with the 
following constraints: the target never appeared in any of 
the four comer positions of the imaginary grid, and 
within a block of trials, the target appeared equally often 
in each of the remaining 32 positions. For each set of 
search colours, there were 40 practice trials and at least 
one block of 192 recorded experimental trials. The 192 
trials resulted from crossing the levels of the experi- 
mental variables: present/absent, set size (4, 16, 36) and 
target positions (32). The trials were presented in quasi- 
random order subject o the following constraints: a given 
set size or a given trial type (present/absent) appeared in 
no more than three consecutive trials and a given target 
position was limited to four consecutive trials. 
Procedure 
Subjects were seated before the monitor and instructed 
to press the 'm' on the keyboard for target-present trials 
and 'c' for target-absent trials. Before the practice trials, a 
screen simultaneously displayed three discs; one in the 
target colour and one in each of the distractor colours 
(labelled as such). When the subject felt that he or she 
could remember the target colour, a keystroke was given 
to start he practice set. The trial events were the same for 
the practice and experimental trials. A trial proceeded as 
follows: before each trial, a '+' or a '  - '  was presented to 
signal a correct or an incorrect response respectively on 
the preceding trial, and to act as a fixation (a '+' preceded 
the very first trial). This feedback/fixation point remained 
on the screen for 400 msec followed immediately by the 
presentation f the search display which was present until 
a response was made. Then there was a 400 msec blank 
screen (always at 25.2 cd/m 2, x = 0.330, y = 0.330) 
followed by the feedback/fixation, and so on. At the 
end of the 40 practice trials, the computer eported the 
subject's accuracy and then the recorded trials com- 
menced. 
Experimental sessions were approximately 30 min to 
2 hr in duration depending on the number of searches 
performed. Subjects adapted in a darkened room for 
several minutes before experimental trials. The testing 
room was dimly illuminated with a single overhead 
incandescent bulb. Subjects BB, TO, and AS, achieved 
perfect scores on the Famsworth-Munsell 16-hue test. 
Analysis 
The response times from "correct" trials were 
screened for outliers using the modified recursive outlier 
procedure with moving criterion as described in Van 
Selst and Jolicoeur (1994). This procedure removes, as 
outliers, any values beyond calculated upper and lower 
boundaries. These boundaries are established based on 
the number of observations in the cell, an adjusted cell 
mean, and cell variance. Reported slopes (in msec/item), 
standard error of the slope (SEB), and reaction times are 
based on valid responses only; that is, reaction times from 
"correct" trials that also passed the outlier procedure. 
Graphing Conventions 
Where applicable, linear separator lines are presented 
on the colour coordinate graphs as dashed lines, the target 
is denoted by an open circle, and distractors by solid 
circles. In the graphs below, colour coordinates are given 
unique names (such as 02, Y2, R2, etc.) for ease of 
presentation. These names are arbitrary, however, when 
the same label is used in two different searches, it refers 
to the same colour. For some of the colour coordinate 
graphs presented below, two targets (open circles) are 
indicated on a single plot. Only one of the target colours 
was presented in a given block of search trials and the 
results from the two searches are averaged. For example, 
in Fig. 5, target X1 was sought in Y2 and R2 distractors in
one set of trials, and in another, target X2 was sought in 
the same distractors with the results of both sets of trials 
averaged for presentation. 
RESULTS 
Basic Replication of D'Zmura ' s Results 
The first goal of this report was to provide a replication 
of D'Zmura's (1991) basic finding of difficult search 
(steep slopes) when the target colour is collinear with and 
between the distractor colours in CIE(x,y) space and easy 
search (flat slopes) when the target colour location falls 
off the distractor-distractor line. Using coordinates 
estimated from D'Zmura [1991, Fig. I(A)] we replicated 
his basic finding of hard search for non-linearly separable 
colours. Subjects BB (age 31 yr, male) and AS (age 22 yr, 
female) searched for target colour 02 (x=0.389, 
y=0.373) in a field of distractors of colours R2 
(x = 0.374, y = 0.345) and Y2 (x = 0.406, y = 0.406). 
These colours, which fall on a line in CIE(x,y) space, 
could be described as desaturated orange, red and yellow, 
respectively. This search constitutes a replication of the 
results reported in D'Zmura [1991, Fig. 2(D)]. 
Figure 4 illustrates the colour coordinates used, the 
slopes obtained, and the resulting search functions for 
two subjects. These results are similar to those obtained 
by D'Zmura [1991, Fig. 2(D)] and show that his finding 
of effortful search for a target on the line joining the 
distractors can be replicated using the present methods. 
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FIGURE 4. Results from two subjects: earch for target O2 in distractors Y2 and R2. CIE colour configuration is given in upper 
left graph, slopes, standard errors, and number of valid trials are given in the table in the upper ight, and performance as a 
function of set size is plotted in the lower portion. In the reaction-time and error graphs, ((3- (3) represent results from 
target-absent trials. Target-present trials are represented by (0- -0) .  This format is used frequently inpresenting the results of 
many experiments that follow. 
We examined search with linearly separable colours in 
two ways. In one set of searches we retained istractors 
Y2 and R2 and selected targets (X1 and X2) off the 
distractor--distractor line as did D'Zmura (1991). In our 
case, the distractors fell on a line through 02 perpendi- 
cular to the distractor-distractor line (see upper left panel 
in Fig. 5). In another set of searches, we retained the 
colours 02, Y2 and R2, but used Y2 as the target among 
02 and R2 in one search and R2 as the target among 02 
and Y2 in another (see Fig. 6). In either case, the target 
was linearly separable from the distractors. These 
searches were also designed to test the possibility that 
visual search was difficult in the non-linearly separable 
case above due to low discriminability of the target from 
either of the distractors. Note that D'Zmura (1991) 
provided a different test to rule out the pairwise 
discriminability issue in his experiments. We include 
the present ests to rule out this issue with our particular 
colours and to provide evidence convergent with his 
findings. 
Target X1 (x = 0.370, y = 0.385) in one search and 
target X2 (x = 0.410, y = 0.364) in another were sought in 
a field of R2 and Y2 distractors. In either case, the target 
was linearly separable from the distractors. Targets XI 
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FIGURE 5. Results from two subjects: data are averaged over two different sets of searches. In one set, the target was X1 in 
distractors R2 and Y2, and in another set, the target was X2 in distractors R2 and Y2. 
and X2 lie on the perpendicular through 02  to the 
distractor--distractor line and are roughly equidistant 
from 02  in CIE(x,y) space but were otherwise chosen 
arbitrarily.* If the linear separability claim is true, these 
targets hould result in relatively fiat search functions. 
In Fig. 5, the data are presented averaged over the two 
different searches. Search times were roughly indepen- 
* Though points X1 and X2 are roughly equidistant (in a Euclidean 
sense) from 02 in CIE(x,y) space, they are not necessarily 
equidistant psychologically, that is, in terms of perceptible eolour 
difference. CIELUV, an ideally uniform colour space whose metric 
is based on discriminability and thus better eflects psychological 
distance, will be used in many of the searches presented toaddress 
this issue. 
dent of set size. Though the target-absent slopes for 
observer BB were slightly elevated for targets X1 and X2 
[modest slopes for some "pop-out"  targets are also 
present in D 'Zmura (1991)] there is a conspicuous 
qualitative difference between the slopes for linearly 
separable and non-linearly separable targets. Observer 
AS produced results that were unaffected by set size. 
Subjects BB and AS searched for target colour Y2 
(x = 0.406, y = 0.406) in a field of  distractors of  colours 
02  (x = 0.389, y = 0.373) and R2 (x = 0.374, y = 0.345) in 
one search and for target R2 in 02  and Y2 in another. 
These searches were performed to test the possibility that 
efforfful search for the non-linearly separabl e target 
(Fig. 4) was the result of  low discriminability of  the target 
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FIGURE 6. Results from two subjects: data are averaged over two different sets of searches. In one set, the target was Y2 in 
distractors 02 and R2, and in another set, the target was R2 in distractors 02 and Y2. 
from one or both of the distractors. If it were the case that 
the large slope in Fig. 4 was the result of low 
discriminabil i ty of the target from one of the distractors, 
then the slopes obtained in these searches should be 
attenuated, but not abolished when compared with those 
in Fig. 4. This is because the target colour is now quite 
distant from one of the distractor colours and its detection 
should be unhindered by that distant distractor, whereas 
the nearer distractor may still be similar enough to the 
target to elicit difficult search. The results of these 
* A crude luminance analog to this search can be found in the 
Appendix. 
searches, shown in Fig. 6, show that the slopes were 
essential ly zero. Thus, the difficult searches ummarized 
in Fig. 4 were not caused by a difficulty in discriminating 
Y2 from 02  or R2 from 02.  Y2 and R2 are presented in 
grey in Fig. 6 because each served as a target or as a 
distractor in the two different searches over which the 
data have been averaged.* 
The results presented in Figs 4--6 constitute a 
successful replication and extension of D 'Zmura 's  basic 
findings: l inearly separable colour configurations result in 
efficient search (slopes near zero) whereas non-l inearly 
separable configurations did not (steep slopes). The 
results in Fig. 6 are of particular interest. From the 
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FIGURE 7. Results from two subjects: data are averaged over two different sets of searches. In one set, the target was X13 in 
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essentially fiat slopes in these figures, we can deduce that 
02 is distant enough from either Y2 or R2 to be dearly 
discriminable from both of these colours. By "dearly 
discriminable" we mean that these colours are more than 
just noticeably different, in fact these colours are at or 
beyond the critical colour difference (see Nagy & 
Sanchez, 1990). Despite this fact, when target 02 must 
be found in a background containing both R2 and Y2 
(i.e., in a non-linearly separable configuration), search is 
difficult. Placing the target between the distractors, even 
though this target was dearly discriminable from each of 
the distractors, yields a qualitatively different result han 
would be predicted from pairwise searches for the target 
in either distractor. 
In order to verify that this effect is not limited to the 
particular colours used by D'Zmura (1991) we provid~e 
several additional tests in various regions of colour space. 
For many of the following searches, the colour 
coordinates will be presented in CIELUV space (colour 
coordinates are given as u', v'). This space is a 
transformation of CIE (x,y) space and is one the best 
available representations of psychological colour dis- 
crimination space. CIELUV space is currently the 
recommended uniform colour space to use in research 
with additive colour mixture such as that generated on 
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FIGURE 8. Results from two subjects: earch for target G2 in distractors G1 and G3. 
colour video monitors (see Robertson, 1977). CIELUV 
space has two important characteristics. First, the 
Euclidean distance between colours in CIELUV space 
is meaningful in terms of colour discrimination data. The 
colour difference metric based on Euclidean distance is 
called AE*. Colours that are separated by equal AE* (all 
things being equal) will be roughly equally discrimin- 
able. The formula for AE* includes a factor that varies 
with difference in luminance between the two colours 
used. Because the searches reported here (with a few 
t This is true only when Y(the luminance ofthe stimulus) =Yo. For all 
calculations in the present paper, we made this assumption. 
noted exceptions) were all performed with equiluminant 
displays, this factor drops out of the equation, and the 
calculation reduces to a scaling constant (1300) times the 
Euclidean distance between the colour coordinates in 
CIELUV space (CIE, 1978).t The other feature of 
CIELUV space that is necessary for the present 
investigation is that, when the colours are equiluminant, 
a straight line in CIE (x,y) space is also a straight line in 
CIELUV space (CIE, 1978). An important benefit of 
using CIELUV space is that when the target falls between 
the distractors, it can be placed such that it is equally 
discriminable from the two distractors, that is, the 
Euclidean distances between the target and the distractors 
are roughly equal. Without this precaution, the inter- 
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FIGURE 9. Results from two subjects: data are averaged over two different sets of searches. In one set, the target was C2 in 
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pretation of the slopes for searches in which the target is 
between the distractors i not straightforward because it
is possible that the target is more proximal psychologi- 
cally to one of the distractors than it is to the other. Under 
these conditions, the calculated search rate may actually 
be based on the wrong number of items because the 
subject may perform a guided search (see Wolfe et al., 
1989) in which the more distant distractors (in colour 
space) are dismissed wholesale and the nearer distractors 
(in colour space) are searched serially. This would result 
in search rate estimates that were actually half the true 
search rate for the target with the more proximal stimulus 
alone (Wolfe et al., 1992). 
In the searches presented thus far [and in D'Zmura 
(1991)], there was an obvious confound. When the target 
fell between the distractors, the Euclidean distance 
between the target and the distractors was at a local 
minimum with respect to the location of the target 
anywhere off the distractor-distractor line; moving the 
target anywhere off the distractor-distractor line in- 
creased this distance. This confound jeopardizes the 
claim that the differences in performance between 
searches was due to linear separability, as opposed to 
simpler interpretation based on the distance between the 
target and the distractors. 
Fortunately, it is easy to control the mean distance 
between the target and the distractors uch that this 
distance is held constant across linearly separable and 
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FIGURE 10. Results from two subjects: earch for target B20 in distractors BI0 and B30. 
non-linearly separable configurations. To do this, we 
performed two searches including target 02 and 
distractor R2 from Fig. 4 and new distractors X13 and 
X14. Target 02 has colour coordinates (u'= 0.232, 
v'=0.501) and distractor R2 has colour coordinates 
(u'= 0.234, v'= 0.486) in CIELUV space and these two 
colours have a colour difference of AE* = 20.2. Y2 used 
in Fig. 4 (but not in these two searches) was 21.4 units 
away from 02. Distractors X13 (u'= 0.218, v'= 0.510) 
and X14 (u'=0.245, v' =0.510) were chosen to be 
approximately asdistant from 02 as Y2 was, and off the 
O2-R2 line. Thus, the mean target o distractor distance 
is roughly the same as in the search for target 02 in Y2 
and R2, but now, 02 is linearly separable from X13-R2 
and X14--R2 (see Fig. 7). 
Again, there was a large qualitative difference between 
the functions obtained with linearly separable colours and 
those obtained for similar colours that were not linearly 
separable (02 in Y2 and R2). The increase in error rates 
with set size in Fig. 7 (especially for observer BB) 
suggests that these searches were not trivially easy and 
raises the potential for an account of the modest slopes in 
the response times in terms of a speed-accuracy trade- 
off. Perhaps the slope of the response times (as a function 
of set size) would be steeper if the error rates were made 
to come down at the largest set size. What is most critical, 
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FIGURE 11. Results from two subjects: data re averaged over two different sets of searches. In one set, the target was B55 in 
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however, is the change in performance that resulted when 
the configuration of colours was changed such that the 
target was non-linearly separable (Fig. 4) vs when it was 
linearly separable (Fig. 7) from the distractors. Across 
these two sets of searches, the slope of the response time 
results and the error rates were both reduced when the 
configuration of colours changed from non-separable to
separable. The reduction in the slope of the response time 
function from the non-separable condition to the separ- 
able condition reveals the potency of the linear-separ- 
ability manipulation. Furthermore, a comparison of the 
error rates across non-separable and separable searches 
shows that the reduction in the slope of the response 
times was not accompanied by a corresponding increase 
in the slope of the error rate results. Therefore, our 
interpretation of the search slopes across separable and 
non-separable configurations is not compromised by 
potential speed-accuracy tradeoff problems. In fact, 
target 02  was just 10.2 AE* units from the nearest point 
on the X14-R2 and the X13-R2 lines, yet search rates for 
target present rials went from about 30 msec/item for 
target 02  in distractors Y2 and R2 (see Fig. 4) to less than 
9msec/item when 02  was just off the distractor- 
distractor line. This demonstration supports the view 
that there is something qualitatively different in search 
for a target on the distractor-distractor line, as opposed to 
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FIGURE 12. Results from two subjects: search slopes as a function of colour distance of the target from the V35-V05 line. At 
0 AE* the target (V20) is not linearly separable and leads to the largest slope. Search performance improves as the target is 
moved farther from the non-linearly separable location. 
a phenomenon explicable solely in terms of target to 
distractor distance. The fact that the search slopes were 
not totally abolished in these last two searches uggests 
that the target colour may need to be further than 10 hE* 
units from the distractor line to elicit flat slopes. This 
graded nature of the linear separability effect was 
suggested by D'Zmura (1991), and it is investigated 
below. 
It is well known that decreased target-distractor 
similarity and increased istractor-distractor similarity 
will increase the efficiency of visual search (Green & 
Anderson, 1956; Farmer & Taylor, 1980; Moraglia et al., 
1989; Duncan, 1989; Duncan & Humphreys, 1989). By 
replacing Y2 with X13 or X14, we have effectively 
maintained target to distractors imilarity, however, in 
doing so, we increased the distractor-distractor similar- 
ity. Y2 was 41.7 AE* units away from R2, whereas X13 
and X14 were 38.0 and 35.2 units from R2, respectively. 
Therefore the reduction in slope evidenced when 
distractor Y2 was replaced by X13 or X14 is consistent 
with an explanation based on increased distractor- 
distractor similarity. We believe that such an account is 
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not compelling for three reasons. First, the change in 
distractor-distractor colour distance was only about 
6 AE* units, which is a relatively small change in colour 
distance. Second, the distractors were at nearest, 35.2 
units apart. This 35.2 units is much larger than the 
estimated critical colour difference of about 20 units 
required to produce ssentially zero slopes in search for a 
target colour in a uniform distractor background (Carter, 
1989). Although it is impossible to rule out definitive!y 
the increased istractor--distraetor similarity argument 
with the present sets of data, it appears likely that the 
linear separability explanation carries more force for the 
reasons tated above, though further experimentation is 
needed to rule out this possibility. 
Replications inOther Colour-Space Loci 
Thus far, our successful demonstrations of the linear 
separability phenomenon have included at least two 
colours that were tested by D'Zmura (1991) and the 
demonstration f large slopes for non-linearly separable 
colours occurred under conditions where the colours 
varied mainly in hue. To test the generality of the 
phenomenon, we tested colours in the blue region of 
colour space, quite saturated colours in the green region 
of colour space, and performed a search in which the 
target and distractor colours fell on the unique green line 
reported in D'Zmura (1991). 
In the following searches, the colours G1 (u' = 0.207, 
v'=0.504), G2 (u'=0.197, v'=0.514), and G3 
(u'= 0.188, v'= 0.522) fall on D'Zmura's unique green 
line. These colours were included to verify that linear 
separability holds in the case where the target and the 
distractors vary mainly in saturation Targets C1 
(u' =0.206, v' =0.523) and C2 (u' =0.187, v' =0.504) 
were chosen off of the G1-G2-G3 line. These targets are 
roughly equally as distant from G2 as are G1 and G3 
(AE* = 15.8-17.8). 
Once again, as can be seen in Fig. 9, the searches with 
linearly separable colours resulted in relatively fiat search 
slopes, whereas in Fig. 8, the non-linearly separable 
colours led to pronounced slopes. A similar test was 
performed in the blue area of colour space to verify that 
the linear separability rule holds in another egion of 
colour space, this time in an area across the white point 
from the searches reported thus far. Distractors B10 
(u' = 0.157, v' = 0.485) and B30 (u' = 0.187, v' = 0.477) 
were used with target B20 (u' -- 0.172, v' = 0.481) for a 
non-linearly separable search and with targets 1545 
(u' = 0.168, v' = 0.466) and B55 (u' = 0.176, v' = 0.496) 
in two linearly separable searches. B20 was 20 AE* units 
from B10 and from B30, and targets B45 and B55 were 
approximately 20 AE* units from the BIO-B30 line (see 
Figs 10 and 11). 
t Unfortunately, the gamut of the monitor would not permit he oolours 
whose coordinates were the reflections of V53, V55 and V60 on the 
other side of the distractor--distractor line to see if this dependence 
of slope on the distance between the target and the distractor- 
distractor was symmetric. 
Once again, search for a target whose coordinates fell 
between the distractors on the distractor-distractor line 
was difficult, whereas moving the target colour off the 
line led to essentially zero slopes. Note the large range on 
the ordinate required because of the particularly difficult 
searches in the non-linearly separable case (Fig. 10). 
These demonstrations reveal that D'Zmura's results are 
replicable and that the linear separability property can be 
shown in several loci in colour space and with colonrs 
that vary mainly in hue. As noted above, many of the tests 
done by D'Zmura (1991) and many of those reported here 
were performed with rather desaturated colours that 
could.be described as pale or pastel. To verify that linear 
separability is not just a property of desaturated colours, 
an additional series of searches was performed with 
saturated green colours--colours that observers would 
likely call "green" or "yellow-green" as opposed to 
"pale-green". In this search, target V20 (u'= 0.144, 
v'= 0.546) was sought in distractors of colours V05 
(u' = 0.167, v' = 0.552) and V35 (u' = 0.122, v' = 0.541), 
which were both approximately 30 AE* units, from the 
target. In three subsequent searches, targets increasingly 
distant from the V05-V35 line were used. Target V53 
(u'=0.154, v'=0.533), target V55 (u'=0.157, 
v' = 0.528), and target V60 (u' = 0.160, v' = 0.524), with 
distances to the V05--V35 line of 20.9, 27.6 and 35.6 AE* 
units, respectively, were sought in a field of V35 and V05 
distractors. The results are presented in Fig. 12. Search 
slopes are plotted against AE*. As the target is moved 
increasingly distant from the distractor--distractor line, 
slope falls off monotonically. 
Several important properties are evident in these 
results. First, with these relatively saturated colours, 
difficult search was evident for non-linearly separable 
colours (AE*= 0) and when the target was linearly 
separable from the distractors, there was a dramatic 
attenuation fthe slope. In fact for the most distant arget 
(V60, Fig. 20) the slopes are essentially flat for target- 
present rials. Second, the search slopes for linearly 
separable colours appear to be inversely proportional to 
the target-to-distractor-distractor line distance/f Third, 
despite the fact that colours V53 and V55 are quite distant 
from the distractor-distractor line(AE* of 20.9 and 27.6, 
respectively) relatively difficult search (though less-so 
than for the non-linearly separable case) was found. 
Though this is not a violation of the linear separability 
phenomenon, it is different in the sense that the 
dissipation in slopes with increasing violation of 
collinearity was more subtle and gradual than most of 
the cases reported here. We propose two potential causes 
for this difference. There may be some modulation of this 
effect when the colours fall within a particular colour 
category name, in this case green. This explanation is
weakened by noting that targets of colonr B45 and 1355 
produced minimal slopes when sought in distraetor 
colours B10 and B30 (see Fig. 11). These targets, and 
the distractors were all nominally blue. Another plausible 
explanation is that the sealing of colour differences 
achieved by CIELUV does not represent psychological 
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FIGURE 13. Results from two subjects: search for target P20 in distractors B10 and B30. Note the fiat search functions despite 
the collinearity of the target and distractors. 
colour difference in this area of colour space as uniformly 
as in others. This interpretation is supported by an 
inspection of a plot of MacAdam's discrimination 
ellipses plot on CIELUV space (see Mahy et al., 1994) 
and by empirical data on detection of colour symbology 
on a colour background (Wilson & Crawford, 1989). 
While MacAdam's ellipses are reasonably well trans- 
formed to circles in the yellow--orange-red area of 
CIELUV space, the transformation is less successful in 
the green area. 
Linear Separability and Distractor-Distractor Distance 
Next, we investigate how search difficulty varies as a 
function of distractor-distractor distance for a fixed non- 
linearly separable target. We address this with reference 
to our initial attempts to replicate the basic linear 
separability finding. For these early searches, we had 
taken the linear separability claim at face value and had 
arbitrarily chosen several colours such that their CIE(x,y) 
coordinates satisfied the linear separability constraint and 
several that did not. However, in neither case did we 
Obtain pronounced slopes. One of our first, informal 
attempts is formally replicated below. This replication 
was conducted with target, distractors and background at 
19.0 cd/m 2 (as was the case in the informal pilot attempt) 
because the gamut of the monitor would not permit these 
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FIGURE 14. Results from two subjects: data are averaged over two different sets of searches. In one set, the target was P45 in 
distraetors P10 and P30, and in another set, the target was P55 in distractors P10 and P30. 
colour coordinates at 25.2 cd/m 2 (the luminance used for 
most of the searches in the present report). In this search; 
we arbitrarily choose a green P10 (x = 0.295,y = 0.565), a 
yellow P20 (x = 0.426, y = 0.473), and an orange P30 
(x = 0.561, y = 0.383) whose coordinates fall on a straight 
line in CIE(x,y) space. The results are presented in Fig. 
13. Clearly the phenomenon did not hold in this case; 
trivially easy search was produced, despite the fact that 
the target was not linearly separable from the distractors. 
Note the axis values on the CIE(x,y) plot at the top left of 
Fig. 13. This plot covers 3 times the distance on the x and 
y axes as in previous plots. 
There were several plausible interpretations for this 
apparent failure of the phenomenon. The first possibility 
was that the phenomenon does not occur at the reduced 
luminance level used in the present report. This account 
can now be rejected ue to subsequent demonstrations of 
the phenomenon at 25.2cd/m 2. Furthermore, D'Zmura 
states that it does hold for luminances far below his 
reported level of l l0cd /m 2 (see footnote, p. 1442). A 
second possibility was that there was a failure of intended 
collinearity due to imprecision in the measurement of the 
colours. That is, with sufficient error in the colours used, 
configurations that we had thought o be collinear were in 
fact non-oollinear. D'Zmura has stated that this rule holds 
even with only two decimal accuracy in the coordinates 
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FIGURE 15. Results from two subjects: search slopes as a function of distractor-distractor distance for a fixed non-linearly 
separable target P20. As distractor-distractor distance increases, search slopes and errors decrease. 
(personal communication) and the coordinates used in 
this search are well within that tolerance. Furthermore, 
our subsequent successes with the linear separability rule 
make this possibility unlikely, though at that early point, 
not impossible. Another interpretation was that non- 
linearly separable search was easy, not because linear 
separability is invalid, but rather that psychological 
colour space is curved with respect o CIE space so that 
colours that are collinear in CIE space are not 
psychologically collinear. The last interpretation is that 
the phenomenon is limited to fairly proximal colours. We 
explore each of these issues below• 
The measurement error explanation was investigated 
by retaining distractors P10 and P30 and choosing target 
colours that were just off the P10-P30 line. The 
conclusions permitted from the results obtained using 
this particular strategy (reported below) are asymmetric 
with respect o the possible reasons for failure of the 
phenomenon. If using these new targets, search had 
become difficult, we would have been forced to consider 
either the measurement error explanation or the curved 
space explanation. In the absence of effortful search 
under these conditions, we would dismiss measurement 
error as the likely explanation for failure of the linear 
separability rule because the coordinates of the new 
targets, though quite near those of P20, were sufficiently 
different from those of P20 to be just outside the +.004 
tolerance on the x and y coordinates reported on the 
chroma meter. However, the failure to demonstrate an 
increase in slope using so small a step from P20 to the 
two new targets cannot be used to rule out the curved 
space explanation because it is possible that neither of the 
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two new targets was sufficiently proximal to the (possibly 
very curved) psychological colour line to elevate the 
slopes. In fact, even if the measurement error explanation 
was shown to be false and moving the targets away from 
P20 still increased the slope, we could only say at best 
that we have evidence for some curvature, though its 
exact nature would not be known. The better test of 
curvature is to demonstrate hat for increasingly distant 
distractors, the collinear target always produces a local 
maximum in slopes, with respect to targets that are just 
off the line on both sides. This would demonstrate hat 
while it is true that slopes decrease with increasing 
distractor distance, increasing violation of collinearity 
produces graded slopes that are always less than for the 
collinear target. This approach is used later in the present 
report, following a test of the measurement error 
hypothesis. 
To test the measurement error hypothesis, we selected 
target P45 (x -- 0.437, y = 0.467) and P55 (x = 0.416, 
y = 0.481) on the perpendicular to the P10-P30 line. 
These colours were quite near the P10-P30 line but far 
enough from the line that their coordinates differed from 
those of P20 by an amount outside the error tolerance of 
the CS-100 (-I-0.004). These searches were performed 
with targets, distractors and background at 19.0 cd/m 2. 
The results presented in Fig. 14 shows that search was 
easy for both of these targets. These results allow us to 
reject he measurement error as the cause of the failure of 
the phenomenon because such an explanation predicts 
that the slopes for the target on one or other side of the 
distractor-distractor line should have been elevated. 
To test the proximity explanation, we once again used 
coordinates on the P10-P30 line. The goal of these 
searches was to demonstrate hat the search slopes that 
were sharply attenuated by the distance of the distractors 
from the target would increase as the distractors moved 
closer to the target in colour space. That is, for non- 
linearly separable search, the slopes are a function of the 
target--distractor distance. New pairs of distractors were 
chosen such that they were equidistant from the target 
P20 (u' = 0.218, v' = 0.544) in CIELUV space, and such 
that each successive pair of new distractors roughly 
halved the previous target--distractor distance. The first 
pair of distractors used in this series of searches was P12 
(u' = 0.194, v' -- 0.547) and P28 (u' = 0.241, v' = 0.542). 
The mean colour difference b tween these two distractors 
and the target was AE*= 30.5. This distance is much 
smaller than the mean distance for colours P20, P10 and 
P30 (AE* = 142.5), but larger than that for colours G1, 
G2 and G3 above (AE* = 17.25) which did result in a 
significant slope. Similarly, distractors P15 (u'= 0.206, 
v' = 0.545) and P25 (u' = 0.230, v' = 0.543) with a mean 
colour difference to the target of AE*= 15.5, and 
distractors P17 (u'=0.211, v'=0.545) and P23 
(u' -- 0.224, v'= 0.543) with a mean colour difference 
of AF* = 8.7 were chosen to be increasingly similar to the 
target. Screen luminance was 25.2 cd/m x. 
The plots in Fig. 15 reveal that with the target colour 
fixed, search slopes are a monotonic function of the 
distance of the distractor--distractor separation. Alterna- 
tively, the effect of collinearity dissipates in an orderly 
manner as the distractors become increasingly distant. 
Acceptance of this conclusion is predicated on excluding 
the possibility that these results are due to curvature of 
psychological colour space with respect o the CIE space 
used here. 
Test of the Curvature Hypothesis 
We now examine the curvature hypothesis more 
carefully. Up to this point we have provided only weak 
evidence against he curvature hypothesis. The failure to 
elevate the slopes with target P45 or target P55 (see Fig. 
14), is evidence that small curvature was not present, 
though the same results could have obtained if the 
curvature were quite pronounced. That is, it was possible 
that the curvature was so pronounced that target P45 or 
P55 were still non-collinear with the distractors in the 
appropriate colour space. 
According to the curvature hypothesis, there is an 
attenuation of search slopes a  the distractor separation 
increases because the underlying psychological space is 
not rectilinear with, in this case, CIE space. Although 
local deviations from rectilinearity may be so small as to 
be inconsequential for proximal colours, the effect of the 
deviation from rectilinearity could be increasingly 
pronounced, as colour difference increases. This hypo- 
thesis is illustrated in Fig. 16. The colours along the solid 
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line D1-DI '  are collinear in CIE space. From the results 
presented thus far, one would expect a large slope for 
target T2 in D3 and D3' distractors, and decreasing slopes 
as the distractors are moved further out along the line. 
This could also occur due to a curvature of psychological 
colour space, illustrated by the curved, dashed dl--dl' 
line in Fig. 16. The curvature hypothesis makes a clear 
prediction with respect to search slopes for targets 
selected to be on either side of the line D1-DI '  in CIE 
space: the slope should increase on one side of this line 
and decrease on the other side. (The collinear target 
would not produce a local maximum slope in this case.) 
In the hypothetical case shown in Fig. 16, the slope 
should be higher for T1 than for T2 because moving the 
target in this direction brings it closer to a collinear 
arrangement relative to the distractors in the actual 
"psychological" space. The slope for T3 should be even 
lower than for T2 because this location in space is even 
further from collinearity than T2. In contrast, if the 
attenuation of the slope is not due to curvature, the slope 
should decrease on both sides of the distractor-distractor 
line. 
This logic allowed us to test the curvature hypothesis n
the following way: we chose targets T1 and T3 (linearly 
separable from distractors D1, DI ' -D5, D5' in CIE 
space), and target T2 (collinear with distractors in CIE 
space). T1 and T3 were only 9 AE* units from T2. Pairs 
of distractors at increasing distances from T2 were 
selected to be mutually collinear. Figure 17(a) illustrates 
the target and distractor configuration used. For this set of 
searches, we deviated slightly from the method reported 
in the Methods ection above: in an effort to minimize the 
effects of differential practice and learning, for distractor 
pairs D1-DI ' ,  D4-D4' and D5-D5', searches were run in 
blocks of 576 trials with a given target (T1, T2 or T3) 
fixed within these large blocks and all three pairs of 
distractors represented equally often within a block, but 
only one pair present per trial. Searches involving D2- 
D2' and D3-D3' were then performed individually in 192 
trial blocks. 
The results presented in Fig. 17(b) are clear-cut: slopes 
decreased with increasing distractor separation and, 
slopes were greatest when the target was collinear and 
between the distractors in CIE space. Thus, the attenua- 
tion of slope with increasing inter-distractor distance is 
not the result of curvature of psychological colour space 
relative to CIE space. 
Given that search for a non-linearly separable target 
produces slopes that are a function of the distractor 
separation, that the slopes for targets just off the 
distractor-distractor line are attenuated with respect o 
the slope for a target on the line, and that curvature can be 
ruled out as an explanation for this attenuation, we can 
now document the fact that slopes resulting from 
searches for a linearly separable target attenuate in a 
systematic fashion as the target to distractors line 
distance increases. Several searches were performed to 
document this phenomenon and to test its generality by 
probing another egion in colour space. In one series of 
searches, summarized in Fig. 18, we fixed the distractors 
P17 and P23 and used targets that were increasingly 
distant from the P17-P23 line. Targets P54 (u'= 0.217, 
0.537), P53 (u' = 0.216, v' = 0.532) and P50 (u' = 0.241, 
v' = 0.542), were AE* = 9.7, AE* = 15.6 and AE* = 30.5 
units from the P17-P23 line. The results for these three 
linearly separable searches were compared with those for 
the same distractors under non-linearly separable search 
(with P20 target). 
Similarly, for distractors P15 and P25, we used the 
same increasingly distant-from-the line targets P54, P53 
and P50. Again the results were compared with the 
corresponding on-the-line search slopes with P20 as the 
target. As can be seen in Fig. 18, the search slopes were a 
joint function of the distractor-distractor separation and 
of the distance between the target and the line joining the 
two distractor colours. 
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FIGURE 18. Graph: colour configuration with increasingly distant distractors, and increasing target to distractor-distractor line. 
From the table, the joint effects of linear separability and distractor-distractor can be seen within this set of colours. 
We leave for future research, the precise quantification 
of the slope fall-off with increasing distractor-distractor 
separation and increasing violation of collinearity. We do 
note however, that our results present a pattern of slope 
fall-off that is, at least in form, similar to that shown for 
search for a single colour in homogeneous distractors 
(i.e., of one colour). The plots produced by Carter and 
Carter (1981) suggested that search time was an inverse 
power function of colour difference, whereas the more 
recent works of Carter (1989) and Nagy and Sanchez 
(1990, 1992) suggest that the function may actually be 
represented by two linear segments, one segment with a 
steep early descent of search times with increasing colour 
difference, followed by a second flat segment that reflects 
pure "pop-out" search. Experimentation will reveal the 
relationship between the target o distractors line distance 
required for essentially zero slope (i.e., how strongly 
collinearity must be violated for the target o pop-out of 
the display) for the kinds of searched reported here, and 
what Carter (1989) calls the "break point", that is the 
transition point from serial to parallel search for a target 
in homogeneous distractors. Carter (1989) estimated this 
value to be about 20 CIELUV units (AE*) for conditions 
similar to those in the present experiment. At this early 
stage, we do not have sufficient data to estimate this value 
for search in heterogeneous di tractors of two colours. 
Nagy and Sanchez (1990, 1992) have also studied this 
issue and refer to it as the "critical colour difference". In
either case, they are estimating the colour difference 
required to result in essentially flat search slopes, or what 
could be called an always-noticeable-difference as 
opposed to a JND, which would result in an attenuated 
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FIGURE 19. Results from two subjects: earch for target G2 in distractors G2+ and G2-.  These colours all shared the same 
CIE(x,y) coordinates but differed in luminance (see text). 
search slope. The size of this critical colour difference is 
several times larger than the JND estimated with a 2 deg 
target at fovea with unlimited viewing time (Nagy & 
Sanchez, 1990). 
Linear Separability in Three-dimensional Colour Space 
Thus far, we have demonstrated that linear separability 
of the target colour from the distractor colours in CIE 
space produces slopes that are dramatically attenuated 
from slopes for non-linearly separable colour configur- 
ations. We have shown this in various locations in the 
equiluminant colour plane, in cases where the colours 
used varied in saturation and hue. We now report a case 
where we used a configuration of colours that shared the 
same CIE(x,y) colour coordinates (x = 0.357, y = 0.414), 
but were of different luminances. Target G2 had a 
luminance of Y= 25.2 cd/m 2. This target is the same as 
that used in the searches reported in Fig. 8. This target 
(G2) was sought in a field of distractors G2+ (brighter, 
Y = 26.4 cd/m 2) and G2--  (darker, Y = 23.9 cd/m2). In 
terms of luminance, target G2 is not linearly separable 
from targets G2+ G2- .  Note that the change in 
luminance is about 4.8% on each side of the target and 
appears to be sufficient o elicit easy search. Data from 
subjects BB and TO are presented in Fig. 19. 
These moderate slopes suggest hat search proceeded 
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with some degree of difficulty and that the target did not 
readily pop-out. To verify that this slope was not the 
result of one or the other distractors being too similar to 
the target, G2÷ was sought in G2 and G2-  distractors in 
one search, and G2,  was sought in G2 and G2+ 
distractors in another. In Fig. 20, we report the results 
from BB and TO averaged over the two targets. In these 
two searches the target is linearly separable from the 
distractors. 
These quite fiat slopes reveal that the slopes obtained in 
Fig. 20 above were not the result of the target colour 
being difficult to discriminate from the distractors. 
Because these searches were performed with the back- 
ground equiluminant to G2, it was possible that the slopes 
in Fig. 19 could have arisen from trying to detect the 
target that was not different in luminance from the 
background. If this were true, then retaining distractors 
G2- ,  G2+ but changing the target to G1 (x = 0.360, 
y = 0.390), or G3 (x = 0.354, y = 0.437), with G1 and G3 
equiluminant to the background would not reduce the 
slopes. If, however, linear separability is at work, then the 
slopes should attenuate dramatically. Figure 21 presents 
the results from these searches averaged over the two 
target colours. 
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FIGURE 21. Results from two subjects: data are averaged over two different sets of searches. In one set, the target was G1 in 
distractors G2+ and G2- ,  and in another set, the target was G3 in distractors G2-  and G2+. 
The results in Figs 19-21 show that the linear 
separability effect is not limited to chromatic differences 
in hue and saturation. It is valid also for the luminance 
dimension.* 
DISCUSSION 
In summary of the findings reported above, we state the 
following conclusions: the phenomena reported by 
D'Zmura (1991) are replicable in many colour-space 
* Ahumada et al. (1991) also presented a demonstration of the linear 
separability effect and out of the isoluminant plane. 
loci and suggest hat pairwise discriminability of a given 
target from either of its distractors does not guarantee that 
such a target will pop-out of heterogeneous backgrounds 
of both distractors. When the target is collinear with and 
between the distractors, search is difficult. When the 
target is linearly separable from the distractors, search 
performance improves. The effect of collinearity is 
graded in that increasing violation of collinearity for a 
fixed pair of distractors results in decreasing search 
slopes. For a fixed target that is collinear with and 
between distractors, the effect of collinearity wanes as the 
distractors become increasingly distant and this diminu- 
tion of slopes is not due to non-linearity between 
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psychological on CIE colour spaces. Finally, the 
separability effect is not restricted to the equiluminant 
plane of colour space. 
Before proceeding farther into the discussion of 
present results, we need to address a methodological 
concern with respect to the way we obtained our colours. 
We used a chromameter to select he RGB coordinates in
the display computer required to produce colours on the 
screen with the desired CIE(x,y) coordinates and 
luminance Y~. This amounts to a tacit acceptance of 
the assumption that colours that produce the same Y~ 
values on the meter (irrespective of x and y) are 
equiluminant to our observers. However, it is well known 
that, for large colour differences, there can be meaningful 
differences between measured equiluminance (based on 
the CIE ideal observer)-and the actual equiluminant 
balance point for particular observers (Luria & Neff, 
1986; Kaiser, 1988). This. deviation between measured 
luminance and actual uminance could produce a failure 
to achieve exact equiluminance between the various 
stimuli used in our search displays (target, distractors and 
background). At one extreme, one might argue that a 
failure to achieve exact equiluminance could jeopardize 
our claim that we have demonstrated a phenomenon 
involving chromatic differences between stimuli. Could 
it be claimed, for example, that the entire linear 
separability phenomenon as demonstrated in the present 
report reduces to one of linear separability in luminance 
only? This could be so if there was a significant and 
systematic variation in luminance across the stimuli (i.e., 
from one distractor, to the target, to the other distractor). 
For example, one distractor might have had a luminance 
below that of the background, the target might have had 
an intermediate luminance, and the other distractor might 
have had the largest luminance. This configuration would 
result in difficult search because the luminances, rather 
than chromaticities were collinear. 
There are several reasons to reject he above proposals. 
First, it is very unlikely that the same pattern of 
systematic failure of equiluminance would have occurred 
across the dozens of colour sets used across the 
experiments reported in this article. These different 
colour sets sampled different locations and different 
directions in colour space. It is not likely that the same 
large failures of equiluminance occurred in each case. 
Yet, this is exactly what one would need to argue in order 
to account for the systematic pattern of results obtained 
across all of these searches. 
Second, for most of the searches in the present article 
the colours were very similar to each other, differing 
from each other by a maximum of about 20 or 30 AE* 
from each other. One would not expect significant 
systematic deviations from the intended equiluminant 
plane over such small differences in colour. 
Third, even if there were a systematic failure of 
equiluminance, this would not explain why a relatively 
small departure from chromatic ollinearity (in x and y) 
would produce so dramatic a change in search perfor- 
mance as evidenced in Fig. 17, for example, unless one 
were to propose that for every direction in colour space 
probed in the present report and in D'Zmura (1991), 
deviations from collinearity (in x and y) were always 
accompanied by systematic deviations in perceived 
bfightaess. 
If the deviation from equiluminance were random, our 
conclusions are in no way compromised. In fact, we 
admit hat screen luminance is not homogeneous over the 
display for a given RGB triplet, with the monitor 
exhibiting measurable fall-off even over the extent of 
our search displays. Furthermore, it is documented that 
equiluminance of colours varies across individuals and 
across retinal position (Kaiser, 1988; Cavanagh, Adelson 
& Heard, 1992; Mullen, 1991). The fact that the target 
and distractors were placed randomly over all possible 
positions means that in general, strict equiluminance was 
not obtained, all items deviated from equiluminance in
general. 
In addition, D'Zmura (1991) performed a control 
experiment in which he intentionally permitted the 
distractors to deviate from equiluminance by4-10% 
luminance contrast and obtained essentially identical 
results to the same searches under assumed equiluminant 
conditions. These results showed that the search 
phenomenon under study could not be mediated by 
processes that used luminance information. 
The ubiquity of the linear .separability phenomenon i
the experiments reported h re and in D'Zmura (1991), 
the improbability of a systematic, ompromising failure 
of equiluminance, and D'Zmura's control for luminance 
all suggest hat the results of the present paper are not 
challenged by possible failures to achieve precise 
equiluminance. Experimentation with carefully con- 
trolled equiluminance (measured for each set of colours 
for each observer and displayed on a uniform medium) 
would serve to delineate the amount of luminance 
difference between a collinear (in x and y) target and a 
pair of equiluminant distractors which is required to 
improve search performance with respect to the case with 
all three colours equiluminant. However, at this point it is 
sufficient to say that the phenomenon is at least somewhat 
insensitive to small random departures from strict 
equiluminance and is not likely to be an artifact of these 
departures. For this reason, we believe that the inter- 
pretations of experiments vis-~,-vis the linear separability 
issue remain intact. 
The experiments presented in this paper provide a 
broad introduction to the phenomenology of the inter- 
esting visual search effects discovered by D'Zmura 
(1991). They demonstrate itsgenerality and the important 
colorimetric limits within which it exists. On this basis it 
is now possible to undertake both the targeted experi- 
meats needed to test detailed models of the visual 
mechanisms involved in its operation, and, alternatively, 
the large-scale general experiments needed for a 
quantitative description of its colorimetric parametriza- 
tion. Both here and in D'Zmura (1991), when the two 
distractor colours are close enough to each othermin the 
order of ten JND--it is possible to find a restricted region 
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of target colours for which unlimited-capacity, parallel 
search is not possible, even though unlimited-capacity, 
parallel search should be possible for either of the 
extreme colours taken as the target and the remaining 
colours used as distractors. Our experiments show that 
this region is not sharply defined. As the distractor 
colours are moved farther apart, the possibility of finding 
target colours for which unlimited-capacity, parallel 
search is impossible disappears gradually; and as the 
target colour is moved from the optimal collinear 
location, difficult search changes gradually into easy 
search. Possibly the simplest explanation assumes that 
there is a mechanism that makes unlimited-capacity 
parallel search possible, one with relatively complicated 
properties. (For example, a generalization of D'Zmura's 
explanation might hypothesize a mechanism capable of 
discriminating colours that are linearly separable. If 
colour differences are small, only a single mechanism can 
exist at a time, but if colour differences are larger more 
than one can exist.) This mechanism co-exists with the 
slow serial mechanism that inspects each stimulus 
element, or a small number of adjacent elements, erially, 
looking for colour differences or with a limited-capacity 
parallel mechanism that is sharply affected by the number 
of distractors. The set of circumstances under which the 
parallel mechanism does work, poorly defines when the 
serial mechanism is preferred. Neural noise, intra- 
observer variability, strategic misjudgments, and similar 
causes introduce a gradual shift from one mechanism to 
the other. Such a model has scarcely enough structure to 
be testable, and it is only introduced to indicate the type 
of theorizing required by the results of our experiments. 
The current challenge is to introduce amodel with a tight 
structure, and with strong links to well-understood 
properties of colour vision. Then it will be possible to 
design a set of experiments hat provide a conclusive test 
of such a model. 
Even though they do not eliminate the obvious (if ad 
hoc) models, these experiments provide some strong 
constraints for all theoretical ctivity. They reject models 
based solely on perceived colour difference, as does the 
D'Zmura phenomenon generally. At the same time they 
make it clear that at moderate colour differences--tens of 
JNDs--something occurs that changes the nature of 
visual search so that it becomes possible to search for a 
collinear target in parallel. Furthermore, it seems likely 
that stimulus characteristics not yet examined are likely 
to play an important role in visual search for colour. The 
spatial location of distractors is one example. Serial 
search occurs when there are distractor elements of two 
colours intermixed spatially in the stimulus. What if the 
distractor elements are segregated, one colour on the left 
side of the stimulus, the other on the right, for example? 
How does visual search change? Furthermore, if the 
obvious intuition is correct, and it changes qualitatively, 
what is the nature of intermediate stimuli? Such issues 
immediately open questions about heterogeneous dis- 
tractors that are predominated by one colour or another. 
Does the D'Zmura phenomenon emerge suddenly, as 
soon as any distractors of the second colour are present? 
Or does it turn on gradually, depending, for example, on 
the average colour of all distractors? A variety of open 
questions also occur when more than two distractor 
colours are present. Intuitively, unlimited-capacity 
parallel search should be difficult for target colours 
within the convex hull of the distractors.* But how far 
apart, in colour space, must the distractors be (whether 
two, three, or more) before parallel search becomes 
possible? 
Questions like these ones show that the D'Zmura 
phenomenon can play an important role in making 
theories of visual search quantitative and testable. It can 
also play an important role in understanding the results of 
psychophysical experimentation, which provides a very 
successful collection of interrelated and quantitative 
concepts that explain the perception of small colour 
differences. Results from experimentation with small 
colour differences do not easily explain effects that occur 
at larger colour differences, and search experiments are a 
promising quantitative probe into such effects, even 
possibly providing a link between threshold theories and 
colour appearance, which seems to depend on mechan- 
isms with sensitivity closer to that exhibited in these 
search phenomena. An obvious objective of such 
experimentation is the "critical colour difference"--the 
always noticeable difference--investigated by Carter and 
Carter (1981), Carter (1989) and by Nagy and Sanchez 
(1990, 1992). Objectives like these require a different 
type of experimentation, more quantitative and exhaus- 
tive enough to provide a foundation for colour metrics 
appropriate for visual search. These metrics are, 
themselves, indispensable tools of scientists who desire 
to use vision research for designing image compression 
algorithms, imaging standards and visual information 
display standards. An understanding of the effects of 
spatial location in the presence of multi-coloured 
distractors--an obvious focal point for theoretical 
investigation, as discussed above--is an essential com- 
ponent of all satisfactory metrics. Thus, the results of this 
paper do not close the important set of issues that they 
address, but instead open an important set of novel 
questions. 
* Recent work in our laboratory has extended the present results to the 
condition where search for a target is performed with three 
distractors present. Such a target, whose coordinates fall inside 
the triangle whose vertices are the coordinates of the distractors 
colours, resulted insearch that was at least as difficult as search for 
the same target in collinear distractors. This occurred espite the 
fact that in the three distractor case, the target was separable from 
any two of the distractors pairwise, but not all three simultaneously. 
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APPENDIX 
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In A and B, search for the target (darkest and lightest dots, respectively) should be relatively easy whereas earch for the 
intermediate gray dot in Panel C should be more difficult. This configuration f items in luminance is analogous to the colour 
configuration i  Fig. 6 or the searches involving G2, G2+, and G2- (see Fig. 21). 
